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The International Workshop on Fuzzy System Applications was held at 
Iizuka, Fukuoka, Japan, on August 20-24, 1988. It included tutorial sessions, 
ordinary sessions, demonstration sessions, and an international video confer- 
ence. The international video conference was achieved by telecommunicating 
between the main meeting place in Iizuka and the NASA/Johnson Space Center 
in Houston through INTELSAT. After referencing, 110 papers were accepted 
for the workshop, which was attended by 308 persons from 11 countries. Ten 
papers were selected for this special issue of I JAR. These represent excellent 
applications of fuzzy reasoning to real practical systems and should encourage 
researchers who are engaged in developing new intelligent systems. 
I would like to express my sincere thanks to the referees for their help in 
preparing this special issue. 
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